
Aligning what we know with what we do

Trauma is pervasive & life-shaping; we adjust 
organizational practices to support staff & 

client’s coping capacity, honor their strengths, 
and avoid re-traumatization





What we’ll do today

• Check-in & Review

• Principle of the month: EMPOWERMENT

• Spotlight on: Turiya of Alaska w/ guest David Westlake

• Resources & Practice Ideas



Check-in Question

•Recall one accomplishment small or big, 
work or non-work, that you’ve had in the 
past week

•Share it in chat



All people associated with the organization feel safe - Physically, Emotionally, Socially & Morally

Consistency, Predictability, RespectSAFETY

Above board, straightforward communication; clear & appropriate boundaries

Trauma-informed supervision

Treating shared information with great care
TRUST & TRANSPARENCY

An emphasis on leveling power differences and valuing all voices; open communication

Acknowledging differing sources of expertise

COLLABORATION

Recognizes, encourages & builds on the strengths of everyone; healthy conflict resolution

Boosting ResilienceEMPOWERMENT

Being able to count on others in an open & caring way; asking for & offering helpPEER SUPPORT

Committed to Equity; proactive about meaningful attention to cultural identities of clients and 
staff; inclusive of the many aspects of human identity; responsive to issues of systemic racism & 
injustices

HUMILITY & 
RESPONSIVENESS



Working Definition

Encouraging self-efficacy, identifying strengths, and building skills which 
lead to individual pathways for sustainable health, resiliency and 
healing,

while recognizing and responding to the impact of historical trauma 
and oppression.





Remember the 
delight?

Efficacy = the ability to produce the desired result



Resilience, Efficacy, 
Personal 

Empowerment
Proficiency/Mastery

• Healthy Habits

• Conscious Narrative

• Job Skills/Competency

Strategies & 
Supports

• Self-Care

• Community-Care

• Skill-Building

• Workplace Wellness

Stress

• Controllable 

• Predictable

• Moderate



First,      
the 
‘Why’…



“To put the world in order we must first put the 
nation in order; to put the nation in order; 
we must first put the family in order; to 
put the family in order, we must first 
cultivate our personal life; 
we must first set our hearts right.” 

- Confucius 





The five most-mentioned feelings among all 
teachers were: 

Anxious

Fearful

Worried

Overwhelmed

Sad

Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence, 2020 Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional 
Learning (CASEL), 2020



• “on” socially, emotionally, physically 

•COVID-19 has added to anxiety and uncertainty

•Ambiguity & uncertainty heighten our need for self-
care practices



•85% of teachers reported work-life imbalance 
affecting their ability to teach 

•30% of teachers leave the profession within 5 years

• Learning Policy Institute, 2017





What Self-Care Is Not

× A substitute for poor working conditions

× A cure for primary or secondary traumatic 
stress

× A quick fix

× One more thing on your list

× To be done alone

× The latest gadget, app, webinar, book

× One size fits all

× Selfish, indulgent, fun, just for women….

× You 2.0



Making a choice to build a 
life that you don’t need to 
regularly escape from



How can you prepare before going into a stressful situation?

−Acknowledge it’s going to be a hard day

−Self-talk/Mantra/Passed-down wisdom

−Have a plan (What’s worked in the past?)

−Bring a support (person or tangible reminder)

−Get a good night’s sleep, healthy breakfast etc.

−Plan ahead for the “recovery” time of the day

−Try an empowerment pose

−Pause



“Whether you and I and a few others will renew the 
world some day remains to be seen. But within 
ourselves we must renew it each day.” 

—Hermann Hesse



Strategies for the 
long-haul





• Find something you enjoy that is about you and not 
about you as a therapist/administrator/teacher etc.

• Work with Wholeheartedness

• Find people you can be your authentic self with (virtually 
ok)

• Provide for your basic self-care needs and get the sleep, 
food and health care you need



Zone of 
Control

Zone of 
Influence

Zone of 
Concern



Sailboat or Tanker?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yacht
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20190711-iranian-boats-try-to-seize-british-oil-tanker-report/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Intentionally 
seek out the 

good



Source: 

The Resilience Alliance 
Training Manual

resilience_alliance_training_manual.pdf (nctsn.org)

https://www.nctsn.org/sites/default/files/resources/training-curriculum/resilience_alliance_training_manual.pdf






Apps: Calm, Liberate Meditation, Superbetter



Coercive

Social

Privilege Positional

Expert

Personal Referent

Reward

Informational







• (Hand) Write down goals, tell 
someone, follow a routine 

•Reduce volume of decisions to be 
made daily

•Remember: Motivation Follows 
Action

•Practice Habit Stacking



Consider 
who  

surrounds 
you 

(& create imaginary allies as needed)  







Prioritizing Empowerment & Skill-Building for Staff

• To what extent do the program’s activities and settings prioritize staff 
empowerment and skill-building?

• How can services be modified to ensure that experiences of 
empowerment and the development or enhancement of staff skills 
are maximized?

• How can the program ensure that staff members have the resources 
necessary to do their jobs well?

• Are each staff member’s strengths and skills utilized to provide the 
best quality care to consumers/clients and a high degree of job 
satisfaction to that staff member?



Prioritizing Empowerment & Skill-Building for Staff

• Are staff members offered development, training, or other support 
opportunities to assist with work-related challenges and difficulties? 
To further career goals?

• Do all staff members receive annual training in areas related to 
trauma, including the impact of workplace stressors?

• Is there appropriate attention to staff accountability and shared 
responsibility or is there a “blame the person with the least power” 
approach?

• Is supervisory feedback constructive, even when critical?
Harris, M. and Fallot, R. (Eds.) (2001). Using Trauma Theory to Design Service Systems. New 
Directions for Mental Health Services. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.



Special Guest: David Westlake

breathingstillness@gmail.com

@turiya_alaska

mailto:breathingstillness@gmail.com


Overview of Tools & 
Resources

















Practice Ideas: Things to consider

• Start with the Willing

• Expect resistance

• Cost-neutral options

• Actionable Now options

• Start small & persevere w/ curiosity, hope & 
stamina

• A Demonstration Project

• Walking-the-talk

“The world is changed by your example, not 
your opinion” - Paulo Coelho



Practice Ideas: Things to consider

Policy & 
Systems

Practice

Knowledge



Practice Ideas: Things to consider

High 
importance, 

Low 
changeability

High 
importance, 

High 
changeability

Low 
importance, 

Low 
changeability

High 
changeability, 

Low 
importance



Personal Practice Ideas: EMPOWERMENT

• Write your own “Permission Slip” (credit: Brené Brown)

• Build a fence, paint a wall, assemble IKEA 
furniture, knit a hat…

• Develop an end of work ritual (e.g. throw a tablecloth over 
your laptop?)



Team Practice Ideas: EMPOWERMENT

• With your team, take a free “Strengths-finder” 
assessment online. Personal Strengths Inventory 
(truity.com) Discuss what emerges.

• Share non-work related skills & talents with each 
other

• Celebrate team successes – small & big

• Start team meetings by sharing an 
accomplishment

https://www.truity.com/test/personal-strengths-inventory


Organization Practice Ideas: EMPOWERMENT

• Ascertain a knowledge or skills gap staff are motivated to 
fill. Source/Provide training on the topic.

• Publicly acknowledge the skills, value and expertise 
brought by lesser-celebrated departments

• Encourage use of the ProQoL in high-trust supervisory 
meetings

• Distribute the Resilience Alliance Training Manual to 
supervisory staff

• Review or create your Workplace Wellness policy

• Learn about and teach about the “Drama Triangle” with 
the Conscious Leadership Group 
https://conscious.is/concepts/the-drama-triangle

https://conscious.is/concepts/the-drama-triangle




Your ancestors did not survive
everything that nearly ended them
for you to shrink yourself
to make someone else 
comfortable.

This sacrifice is your warcry,
be loud,
be everything
and make them proud.

- Nikita Gill, “I am my ancestors’ dream”



Follow-up/next steps

• “EMPOWERMENT Principle” Slides to follow this Webinar
www.forgefacilitation.com/resources

• Zoom Technical Assistance/Facilitated Workshops Calls available this 
week & next week

• Next Webinar: “PEER SUPPORT” January 12th 10am – Noon

• Happy, Healthy, Healing Holidays to you all!

http://www.forgefacilitation.com/resources

